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iPhone and iOS Forensics: Investigation, Analysis and Mobile Security for Apple iPhone, iPad and iOS DevicesSyngress Publishing, 2011


	This book is intended for individuals who are interested in the iPhone and other

	iOS devices and, more importantly, in the type of data that is stored and can be

	recovered from these devices. The demand for mobile forensics has grown tremendously

	with the release of smart phones. Communication on these devices is now

	documented...
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Fundamentals of ActionScript 3.0: Develop and DesignPeachpit Press, 2011

	Welcome to ActionScript. Over the next several chapters, you’ll be introduced to one of the most versatile programming languages to create web applications for the browser, desktop applications, and mobile apps for multiple platforms. For years the Flash Platform has provided people with the most powerful set of...
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Regular Expressions CookbookO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Over the past decade, regular expressions have experienced a remarkable rise in popularity.
	
		Today, all the popular programming languages include a powerful regular expression
	
		library, or even have regular expression support built right into the language.
	
		Many developers have taken advantage of these regular...
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ePublishing with InDesign CS6: Design and produce digital publications for tablets, ereaders, smartphones, and moreSybex, 2012

	Here's the designer's guide to creating excellent e-books with InDesign


	Creative professionals are designing more and more e-books and e-zines as digital publishing increasingly gains market share. This book pulls together a wide range of essential information to help them maximize the versatility of InDesign for...
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The Definitive ANTLR 4 ReferencePragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	
		Programmers run into parsing problems all the time. Whether it's a data format like JSON, a network protocol like SMTP, a server configuration file for Apache, a PostScript/PDF file, or a simple spreadsheet macro language--ANTLR v4 and this book will demystify the process. ANTLR v4 has been rewritten from scratch to make it...
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Communication Satellite Antennas: System Architecture, Technology, and EvaluationMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	A Practical Approach To Antenna Technology For Communication Satellites


	This authoritative resource discusses antenna technology for communication satellites, addressing both the space and user segments. The book provides a system view of antenna applications, a description of various antenna technologies, and...
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Practical Data AnalysisPackt Publishing, 2013

	Transform, model, and visualize your data through hands-on projects, developed in open source tools


	Overview

	
		Explore how to analyze your data in various innovative ways and turn them into insight
	
		Learn to use the D3.js visualization tool for exploratory data analysis
	...
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Tableau Dashboard CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	This is a Cookbook containing an extensive series of practical task-based recipes to help you get the most out of using a Tableau dashboard.

	

	This book is ideal for you if you are already familiar with Tableau and want to learn how to create an invaluable tool for your business by building your own dashboard.

...
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Einstein in Matrix Form: Exact Derivation of the Theory of Special and General Relativity without TensorsSpringer, 2013

	This book is an introduction to the theories of Special and General Relativity. The target audience are physicists, engineers and applied scientists who are looking for an understandable introduction to the topic - without too much new mathematics. The fundamental equations of Einstein's theory of Special and General Relativity are...
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Introducing iOS 8O'Reilly, 2014

	
		Learn to make iOS apps even if you have absolutely no programming experience. This hands-on book takes you from idea to App Store, using real-world examples—such as driving a car or eating at a restaurant—to teach programming and app development. You’ll learn concepts through clear, concise, jargon-free...
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Windows Server 2008 R2 Remote Desktop Services Resource KitMicrosoft Press, 2010

	In-depth and comprehensive, this official Microsoft RESOURCE KIT delivers the information you need to plan, deploy, and administer Remote Desktop Services in Windows Server 2008 R2. You get authoritative technical guidance from those who know the technology best-leading industry experts and members of the Microsoft Desktop Virtualization...
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Photoshop for the Web: Covers Photoshop 5.5 and ImageReady 2.0O'Reilly, 1999

	
		In this second edition, author Mikkel Aaland updatesPhotoshop for the Web to include important new techniques and workarounds for the latest release of Photoshop--version 5.5. The first edition was loaded with step-by-step examples and real-world solutions from some of the world's hottest Web sites. The second edition adds...
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